May 2, 2019

TO: ALL OFFERORS

FROM: SHANNON WROBEL
STATE CONTRACT PROCUREMENT OFFICER II

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO INVITATION TO BID NO.:
GSS19016-SPEC_PAPER, Specialty Paper

ADDENDUM # 1

The purpose of this addendum is to answer questions received regarding the solicitation.

Information regarding the current contract is available online at:
http://contracts.delaware.gov/contracts_detail.asp?id=4403

Please note that the link above points to copy paper, and specialty paper. This solicitation is for specialty paper.

1. We are a State of California business entity and not registered with State of Delaware. Can we still place a bid for this opportunity?
   a. Yes, a business in the State of California may place a bid. If awarded, a State of Delaware business license is required.

2. I have looked over everything and cannot find the specifications on the product you are asking us to bid on. I do not see anywhere what this bid is for.
   a. The solicitation and Appendix A contain all of the information needed for what the State is seeking in this bid opportunity.

3. Do you have manufacturer’s part numbers for these papers?
   a. There are no preferred manufacturer part numbers for the items on this contract. Currently offered products can be found through the link above.
4. Is there manufacturer’s part numbers for the papers listed on the bid?
   a. There are no preferred manufacturer part numbers for the items on this contract. Currently offered products can be found through the link above.

5. Do you have usage on these items?
   a. Usage data can be found at the link above that points to the current contract information.

6. Is there prior usage for these papers?
   a. Usage data can be found at the link above that points to the current contract information.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.